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Well the USDA has kicked off the fireworks a little early in front of the holiday      
weekend. Soybean acres came in at 87.6 million acres vs a trade estimate of 88.955 

acres projected. This is big news as U.S. June 1st Stocks of soybeans at 767 million vs 787 
million estimated. More attention will now be focused on weather which has shown to be           
extremely wild itself here the last  couple weeks. New crop beans have now once again 
went over $14.00  futures. The next several weeks can be expected to bring a large amount 
of volatility with them. It is ever so important we raise a large crop of beans to try and keep 
up with demand.  

Bean Summary 
Tanner Saltsgaver 

As Tanner said, we are receiving some early 4th of July fireworks. The big story lines on 

the corn side is the same as the beans. We were expecting a large increase on planted 

acres for corn. Average trade guess was 2.7 million acres. The USDA released an increase of 

1.5 million acres, which was a pleasant surprise. This put planted acres of corn to 92.7       

million acres compared to the average trade guess of 93.787. Most people were expecting a 

bearish to neutral report, but the exact opposite happened with the markets up limit as this 

is being written. 

Another bullish news piece out of this report is the quarterly stock numbers. The trade was expecting the 

number for U.S corn ending stocks to be 4.144 billion but the USDA came in lower at 4.112 billion. The 3Q 

demand on corn is the 2nd highest on record and is only shy of the record by 3 mbu. With both of these 

news pieces it makes recent and future weather much more important. This crop has lost a lot of the wiggle 

room on being stressed with the decrease in the planted acres. Look for weather to be monitored even 

closer than before.  

corn Summary 
Lane avenatti 
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Breakdown  of the acreage                          
changes by state.  

 

Corn             Soybeans 

IL       +300             0 

IN       +200             -100 

IA       -100             +100 

MN     +500             -100 

NE      -200             -100 

ND     +300             +200 

OH     +200             -100 

SD      +400             -200 

WI      -250             -50                                    


